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The Winery
Since “Virgilio” times, as well as “Romeo & Juliet” times, up to today,
the quality of Verona wines has never stopped being adored.
The Winery is a Family property from 1963.
The cultivation is placed in the heart of DOC wines districts
(Amarone, Recioto, Valpolicella, Bardolino, Custoza, Soave, Lugana),
on the slopes of the Montecorno hill,
near Lake Garda Lake at the doors of Verona.
The Sparici Landini spirit is above all the love for the land,
with its vineyards and its olive groove.
The passion of a woman, friendly named “La Grisa”,
who has proved for 40 years, effecting a synthesis
among the best of the rich tradition of many centuries of experience
and the modernism wisely measured,
that a good soil can become an extraordinary soil.
The Estate is about 28 ha (hectares).
22 ha of vineyards - 3 ha of olive groove - 3 ha of park.
The Soil is morainic sand and gravel. Our territory is part of Garda Lake
Morainic amphitheater, composed of a succession of horseshoe shaped hills,
not taller than 210 meters (above the sea level).
These hills are formed of incoherent materials, erosive and permeable,
pebbles and gravel deposited by glaciations
and streams in the last million years.
The Cultivation is using natural and organic fertilizers,
without the use of any chemicals. The Harvest is exclusively manual
with a first selection of grapes, bunch after bunch, in the vineyards.
The process of Wine Aging is carried out in French fine-grain oak barrels.
The Wines so produced range
from the classic DOC of the region to IGT wines,
some refined in “barrique”, both white and red
and the Spumante Brut and Spumante Brut Rosé.
www.sparicilandini.com

Wine Resort
“Villa dei Cipressi” is an historical manor,
most probably built at the end of 800 on the highest hill of Sona Village.
The manor is surrounded by a park and from its balconies it’s possible to have a breathless
view of the whole Verona’ Valley. The fountain with water-lilies, bamboo grove, coniferous and ancient cypresses create a suggestive atmosphere, at the same time romantic and
relaxing, in a total privacy environment.
From the manor It’s possible to walk toward the “Cypresses Avenue”
towar the Corno hill (the hill looks like a “horn”-Corno- which is named).
The “Cypresses Avenue” raise and walk-over the whole land around. At its slopes, it
extends vineyards and olive grooves own by Sparici Landini Family.
Once Monte Corno has been reached It’s possible to have a 360 degrees view,
with Verona on the East and Garda Lake on the West.

www.villadeicipressi.com
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